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. CLAIMS

Knee proysthesis comprising a metal base secured to

an anchor\ng rod for fixing it into the tibia of a

patient, and a^ plastic tibia plate which can slide

freely over \he said base, characterized in that
\the metal base (2) and the tibia plate (3) are
\

equipped with guide means (22, 22', 22'', 26, 29,

5, 6, 5', 9, 50^51, 52, 13, 15, 18; 34, 34',

10', 17)34", 35, 37, 7, 8V 10, 12, 53, 54, 55,

defining a center of\rotation TcX C ) which may be

offset from that of .the tibia bone axis (YY'

tibiaas to allow the

rotation over the said b'ase,
/ \

so

plate /(3) to slide in

thj^ said guide means

being positioned a certair1\^disycance away from the

center of ro/tation (C, C ) .
^

Knee prosthesis

J

according

characterized in that the

at least one upstand 22^

ide. means
\
22.' '

,

50, 51, 52, 13) in th^^shape of an\^arc of a circle

secured to the metal base (2) and ot a hafusmg

(34, 34',\34", 7, 8, 10, 12, 53,\54, b/, 10')

with the \same radius of curvature \nadX in the

to allow the latter J<io slide in

S^C, C ) of

the said upstand.

tibia plat\^ (3)

rotation aboup the center of rotat

1.

of

Knee prosthesis acco^^^ing to Claifa 2,

characterized i\ thaj>^he guide means consist of

an upstand (22, ^,'5', 51, 13) in the shape oX an

arc of a circle, which upstand is positioned\in

the anterior part of the metal base (2) al

oriented in a substantially medio-latera^

direction

.

Knee prosthesis according to Claim 1,

characterized in that the additional guide means
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(26,\29, 5, 9, 15, 50, 52) are positioned on or

near Xo the center of rotation (C, C ) of the

tibia folate (3) on the metal base (2) .
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Knee prosthesis according to Claim 4,

characterised in that the additional guide means

(25, 6, 9)\are secured to a device (28, 60, 90)

making it pc^sible to prevent the tibia plate (3)

from lifting from the metal base (2)

.

Knee prostheses accordinlg to Claim 1,

characterized/in\ that the gJide means consist of

at least y/o pegfe (18) se^ out in an arc of a

circle and definino a cent/er of rotation (C, C ) ,

and of /a housing\ ( 34 y/of the same radius of

curvature formed in Vhe^ tibia plate (3), the said

pegs be|ing positione^in the anterior part of the

metal base (2) an^i ogriented in a substantially

medio-lateral dir^ctior

Knee according to 'laim 2,

comprises

an upstand\^(2 in the shap^of an ar^ of a circle

having a central part (23)\ secu^^d to lateral

edges (24, 25) which are not Xasyxall as the said

central part,\While the tibia/^ate (3) comprises,

on its lowerNAface (30),^ housing (34) in the

shape of an arc of a

pxostl;^

characterize^in that the hjetal base C

35

Knee proative^is according t\p Claim 2,

characterized in that the upstand \22, 22', 22'',

5, 6, 5', 9, 50, 51, 52, 13) hasV a center of

rotation (C) which is borne by th^ tibia bone

vertical axis (YY' ) , while the said \Xpstand is a

certain distance away from its center o\ rotation.

Knee prosthesis according to C\aim 2,

characterized in that the upstand (22, 22( ,
22'

5, 6, 5', 9, 50, 51, 52, 13) has a center of
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rot?etion (C ) which is offset from the tibia bone

vertical axis (YY' ) , while the said upstand is a

certa:^ distance away from its center of rotation.

10

10. Knee prosthesis according to Claim 2,

characterized in that the metal base (2) has two

upstands 22'') in the shape of an arc of a

circle, of constant height and having one and the

same center o^f rotation (C, C ) , while the tibia

plate (3) com^is^s two hca^a^r^ig^s (34', 34'') in

the shape of an Vrc of >a circle.

Eg.

iy

m

fU

11. Knee prosthesis Y according to/ Claim 10,

characterized in /that the upstands /( 22 ' ,
22'') are

15 set out opposite' oneXanother, and/have one and the

same center of rotation (C, C

12. Knee prosthesis acaordin^ to Claim 1,

characterized I in that \he/ metal.^.---tra'S"e""---<2 has,

20 opposite the jupstand (22A/^^^''^retaining pe^ (26)

borne by a center of r:oJLa€\on so as to engag^ with

a cutout ( 35 ) \ formed/in tftie tibia plate 13) to

prevent the latter yfrom lifmng off the b/se [2]

as the said plate slides in\ rotation a^out its

25 center of rotati\on.

13. Knee prosthesis according \to/ Claim 11,

characterized in\\ that the retaining peg (26)

consists of a cyli^iklrical pin )\ integral with a

30 head (28) which hW a larj^r dimeter than the

said pin so that the^^^aid headX engages with

inclined faces maxla--drn the cutout (35\

14. Knee prosthesis according to \Claim 1,

35 characterized in that the metal base\ (2) has,

opposite the upstand (22), a centering\ peg (29)

borne by the center of rotation (C, C ) \o as to

engage with a blind hole (37) formed in trt^ tibia

plate (3) to guide the latter with respect \o the
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bas^ (2) as the said plate slides in rotation

abouft its center of rotation.

15. Knee \ prosthesis according to Claim 1,

characterized in that the metal base (2) and the

tibia pl^te (3) respectively comprise a cutout (4

and 38) \through which ^^feh-e-^^osterior cruciate

ligament can pass.

10 16. Knee prosthesi^s according
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Claim 1,

(2) has twocharacterized >Kn that the meta

upstands (5 and 6) in the shafpe of an arc of a

circle curve'^ inV the same di/rection and centered

about the same ceVter of i^tation (C, C ) , while

the tibia /(jlate (TV compr^es housings (7 and 8)
/ \ /intended to receiveX the/, said upstands (5 and 6)

respective SO as

slide in ijotation abo>di

C ) .

allow tj^-e-^ard-^late to

the^^enter of rotatispn (C,

Knee prosthesis*^ according

characterized in that the

with a flanqe (60) which en

the housing\ (8) to prevent

from lifting\ off the metal b

plate slides^

rotation (C,

m
'

) .

rotation

Claim/ 16,

IS i/itegral

(80) in

Opiate (3)

(2)yas the said

:he center of

Knee prosthesis accor

characterized in that metal

two upstands (5^*^

—

m^a9) in the shap

a circle in opposite directions and c>£ntered about

the same center of rotation (C, C )\ while the

tibia plate (3) comprises an element \10) and a

housing (12) which are intended to receive the

said upstands (5' and 9) respectively to aMlow the

said plate to slide in rotation about. the\center

of rotation (C, C )

.

Claim 1,

(2) comprises

of an arc of



Knee prosthesVs accordin g to Claim 18,

characterized in\tha>^'^e upst^nd (5' ) is set out

on the external ^^riphery of t\ie horizontal disk

(20) of the me^l Wse (2) so a^ to engage with a

peripheral re/ess (m) in the ylbia plate (3).

Knee prosthesis ^cording^—^Claim 18,

characterized Vn that VLK^x^opstand (9)\is offset

from the centerVof ro^^a^ion (C, C } and comprises

a flange (90) woi(*ij/^nap\fastens into /the housing

(12) in the tibia plate (\) to, on/the one hand,

guide the plate (3\) as it sMdejxI^n rotation about

its center (C, C ) \ and, Q;>-^T^e other- hand, retain

the said plate so th^t it do\s not lift off the

metal base (2) .

Knee prosthesi\s according to Claim 1,

characterized in that the metal base (2) comprises

a peripheral upstand (13) in the shape of an arc

of a circle integral with a flange (14) directed

toward the tibia bAp-e—^rtical axis (YY' ) and a

housing (15) set yOuA in ufce region of the center

of rotation {C,/ C')\ whilk the tibia plate (3)

has, on its ex/cernal Periphery, a recess (10' ) in

which there /is forme^

intended to /receive th^

upstand (13)/ and, on it^

horizontal slot (16)

lange (14) of the said

pwer face (30) , a stub

(17) which elngages with. rising (15J

Knee prostR^s^is.^ accoiWing to Claim 1,

characterized in that the lAe tal base (2) comprises

three peripheral upstands \50, 51, 52) extending

vertically above the horizontal disk (20), while

the tibia plate (3) has,\ on its external

periphery, three recesses (53,\54, 55) intended to

receive the said upstandsX (50, 51, 52)

respectively to allow the said plate to be guided

as it slides in rotation aboi^t the center of

rotation (C, C
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Knee prosthesis according to Claim 6,

characterized in that the pegs (18) are set out in

an arc of a circle about a center of rotation (C,

C ) ; while the tibia plate (3) has a housing (34)

intended to receive the said pegs.

Knee prosthesis according to Claim 6,

characterized in\ that the pegs (18) have a center

of rotation (C) wfiich is borne by the tibia bone

vertical axis {Y^'X-* wLhn.e the said peg is a

certain distance/^ay from rts center of rotation.

Knee prostmesis \ according \ to Claim 6,

characterized in that the peak \l8) have a center

of rotati<z(n (C ) whAch is ^ftseti: from the tibia

bone veryical axis (YY' ) , wnille the said peg is a

certain distance away from tts center of rotation.

Knee prosthesis according \ to Claim ^XTT^

charact prized in that thW metal bas^6*s.(2)^cj&frtprises

at least one upstand o J( peg (22, 22', 22'', 26,

29, 5, le, 5', 9, 50, ilV 52, 13, 15, 18) which

engages with a housing (3^, 34', 34'', 35, 7, 8,

10, 12, 9s3, 54, 55/ 10', \l7) of the tibia plate

(3) so thar^^<tlie,.-.-^id plate\ can slide in rotation

over the metal base (2) onl\ within the limit set

by the difference in size beDween the said upstand

or peg and the said corresponcring housing.

Knee prosthesis according \ to Claim 26,

characterized in that the Votational travel

between the tibia plate (3) and the metal base (2)

is reduced to zero when the dimensions of the

housing (34 , 34 ', 34", 7, 10, lo' , 53, 54, 55)

are made so as to engage without\ clearance with

the upstand (22, 22', 22", 5, 5', \3,.50, 51, 52,

18) . \
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Knee prosthesis\

characterized in

according to Claim 1,

lat the short height of the

guide means and /of ^heir\anterior positioning on

vlowA Vhe tibia plate (3) to

said Mi^^^-^-^-^a a strictly

the /a^aid plate requiring upward

eight of the said guide

the metal base

be mounted on

anterior approa

clearances only

means

.


